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Bespoke, stunning, & sustainable
Rattan is a beautiful artistic medium that is gentle to our earth,
a craft that tells a story full of design heritage, & a labour of love.

Sustainably manufactured at the home of rattan - Malaysia & Indonesia





Material for your personalised project 
Add a touch of nature beauty to your project & connect your
creation with history of craftsmanship.

Rattan Webbing
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Good-looking wall that absorb noise
Design a quiet space does not need to sacrifice the aesthetic,
dampening the noise in your room while looking beautiful.

Acoustic Wall Panel
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The unexpected finishing
Be beautiful, & sustainable with one of the most
environmental friendly material in the world.

Rattan Ceiling Panel
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Material matters
Create a design narrative for the day-to-day item in
our life with sustainable & beautiful material.

Rattan Chair
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Privacy with style
Get a peace of mind knowing your privacy
& style are both in place.

Rattan Divider/Screen
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Rattan Divider/Screen





A storage that display
Keeping a mountain of stuff out of sight & at
the same time, adding beauty to your room.

Timber Cabinet with Rattan Finish
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Timber Cabinet with Rattan Finish



Rattan Shelf

For your favourite things
Get organised with your book, plant, humidifier,
& all the things you want to show to make a style.
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From forest to your office
Reimagine the workspace, be productive &
creative in a warm & vibrant environment.

Office Booth



Timber Chair with Rattan Finish



Office Booth



Rattan Lamp Shade

Let nature shine
Embrace the beauty of nature with a piece made
of natural materials.
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Make space for coffee break
Great for a cup of coffee, a book, & a relaxing moment
at the timeless-looking table.

Rattan Coffee Table
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Design for you best buddy
The art of design can be for all, literally, including
those you might not always be reminded of.

Rattan Pet Bed
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From your mind to reality
The beauty of bespoke is the ability to create things that
are special to you, make your idea come true with us.



Rattan Swing Chair
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